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InTrODucTIOn

To iT oPs & devoPs
ProducTiviTy survey
“There never was a grand plan about thinking about DevOps as a word, I was busy
working on a project which had agile development and I was so envying these people
about their methodology and I like to do something similar in my world system
administration, so I called it initially agile system administration, but it’s pretty long.
I just picked the word DevOpsDays as Dev and Ops working together because agile
system administration was also too narrow on focusing on sysadmins only.”
Patrick Debois,
Father of DevOps
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devops?
The word “DevOps” has been thrown around quite a lot lately. Job boards are awash with requisitions for “DevOps engineers” with varying
descriptions. What is it really? you might think that it’s simply Dev + Ops in a single person or team, i.e. the ideal candidate for any organization
that will burn themselves out in 6 months trying to write, test, release and continuously update their own apps. But this isn’t exactly right.

TraDITIOnaLLy sILOeD Team sTrucTures DOn’T scaLe
“DevOps (a portmanteau of development and operations) is a software
development method that stresses communication, collaboration and
integration between software developers and information technology (IT)
professionals. DevOps is a response to the interdependence of software
development and IT operations. It aims to help an organization rapidly
produce software products and services.”

In an interview with InfoQ, the “father of DevOps” patrick Debois remarked
that the concept had originally been coined “agile system administration”,
but the term was too clunky and narrowly focused, so “DevOps” was
chosen instead. But generally, DevOps searches to solve issues related to
the following conditions:
Traditionally siloed team structures don’t scale
Developers and Operations have opposing philosophies
Technology continues to evolve and the same old processes cannot
handle newer paradigms

garden, with little support for communication and collaboration between
between Ops, Qa and Devs in order to make releases.

Today’s business and casual users increasingly rely on software and expect
it to meet their constantly evolving needs 24/7, whether they’re at their
desks or mobile. as a result, software teams need to respond to change and
to do so, and they risk driving users to competitors or other alternatives.
however, releasing apps quickly comes with its own drawbacks. It strains
functionally siloed teams--Dev, Qa and Ops--often resulting in software
defects, delays and stress. One of the reasons for this could be related to

Devs

cHange

Development pros are incentivized
to improve the product and push
for change in order to better meet
user needs. They have more than
a decade of practice with agile,
collaboration and continuous
integration tools. all of these help
devs produce new releases at a
blazingly fast rate.

Ops

sTabILITy

Operations pros don’t favor change
as readily. They care about making
sure that everything stays up
and running without any hiccups
that could disrupt users. stability
and reliability is most important.
change can bring improvement,
but it can also blow up production
environments and cause service
downtime.

The lack of regular communication between the two groups further
and bad vibes.
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TecHnOLOgy evOLves, anD sO musT yOu
a couple decades ago, if you had 20 servers you had a lot! We’ve come a long way since then. The huge proliferation
of web-based apps and the magic of the cloud, virtualization and hosted environments has spurred environments
with hundreds, thousands and sometimes even more servers.
If you’re setting up or troubleshooting environments that large, manual maintenance won’t get you very far. you
events that can take your service down.

will automatically grow along with major sea changes in the technology landscape.

enTer DevOps
Let’s make one thing clear. DevOps is not noOps. nor is it akin to putting a
Dev in Ops clothing. DevOps should be synergistic, rather than cannibalistic,
so it’s important that both Dev and Ops team bring a unique set of skills
and experience to software development and delivery. DevOps is simply
a culture that brings development and operations teams together so that
through understanding each others’ perspectives and concerns, they can
build and deliver resilient software products that are production ready, in a
timely manner.

so the next time you see a job description titled “DevOps engineer”,
understand that the recruiter is looking for someone who has operations
with developers in a workplace that promotes a shared culture. Otherwise,
they maybe just saw that job title on the interwebs and picked it because it
sounds good.

Together, Dev and Ops can focus on what’s most important - the end user
experience. They produce high quality software with high availability and
a full understanding of each other’s limitations that can be addressed
well ahead of time. as a result, much of what is considered “operations”
is written and packaged as code both in and out of the app. This brings
forth smarter apps and environments that can adapt to changes in user
requirements faster.
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DevOps Is Here TO sTay
We asked those who took our survey to tell us what key
initiatives their organizations had planned for in 2012 and
2013. here’s what the poll came to. Over the two years,
“DevOps” related initiatives have come up on top. surprised?
Don’t be. There is a strong need for agility to respond to ever
changing and expanding market needs. software teams are
under pressure to help meet them.
a total of 64% of respondents said that DevOps was a key

Key InITIaTIves unDer DIscussIOn

65%
64%
cLOuD managemenT
pLaTfOrms

up to 65% in 2013.

The second and third places on the poll are held by
“application release automation” and “cloud management
platforms”. Both help expedite application delivery and
require some level of collaboration between development and
operations teams to get right.
stepping back a little, you see that the focus in 2012 and 2013
was on productivity through collaboration, system and process
consolidation, and better management. software teams are
priming themselves to become lean, mean machines that
develop awesome products to address market opportunities
and placate users constantly hungry for the latest and greatest
feature.
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appLIcaTIOn reLease
auTOmaTIOn

IT prOcess
auTOmaTIOn TOOLs

capacITy- pLannIng &
managemenT TOOLs

59%
60%
52%
60%
42%
35%
41%
33%
2012

2013
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THe IT Ops & DevOps prODucTIvITy repOrT
We surveyed 620 engineers to discover what they do to keep everything
running like clockwork – by examining their day-to-day activities, key
processes, tools, and challenges they face. To give a little extra context,
we then studied their responses side by side to understand what
distinguishes DevOps and traditionally siloed approaches from each other.

for the conclusions we draw, there is always a possibility of bias, as the
respondents were self-selected from the audience we could reach through
various channels. In particular, there is a bias towards the Java platform,
as a lot of our readers and contacts use it, in addition to the DevOps
community over traditional Ops, as that community is more active and

We can further break down the structure of this report into 4 sections:

how much time, on average, do our respondents spend doing key tasks
related to operations each week? how does the traditionally siloed IT
other? choose an approach that works for your organization.

What causes application failures and how often do they occur? how

interpret them accordingly.
Looking to adopt new tools? see which tools are most popular to help
achieve daily tasks and responsibilities from an operations perspective.

Take a closer look at how the releases are carried out. how long do they
take on average? When are they typically carried out? Where do you
stand?

our survey takers. On that note, we’d like to thank them for their time and
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parT I

The Week-long grind:
FroM devoPs & TradiTional
iT oPs PersPecTives
On a weekly basis, DevOps oriented teams spend more time doing positive or neutral
tasks (i.e. automating repetitive tasks, infrastructure improvements & self education),
while traditional IT Ops teams spend more time in negative or neutral tasks (i.e.

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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Traditional iT ops vs. devops
Lets take a close look into the daily
lives of folks involved in operations.
What keeps them busy during a
typical week? how much time do they
spend doing productive activities,
like improving infrastructure and
setting up automation for repetitive
tasks? how much time to they
communicating in the organization?
What does it take to keep the lights
on?
While we’re asking about the day-today activities that teams releasing
their apps typically complete,
we also thought it would be cool
to compare responses between
traditional Ops and DevOps teams;
i.e., those belonging to those from IT
Operations belonging to traditionally
more isolated teams vs. those
belonging to DevOps-oriented teams.

TraDITIOnaL IT Ops vs. DevOps cOmpareD

(WrITIng scrIpTs/usIng
auTOmaTIOn TOOLs)

4.6

(revIeWIng evOLvIng
InFrasTrucTure neeDs)

4.8

InfrasTrucTure
ImprOvemenTs

3.6

(TesT prOcesses anD recOvery pLans)

suppOrT

(hanDLIng suppOrT FOr Ops
InFrasTrucTure)

2.4
3.8
5.1

cOmmunIcaTIOn

(meeTIngs, emaILs, pLannIng, eTc.)

7.2

fIrefIgHTIng

3.8

(e.g. mIssIOn crITIcaL
FaILure recOvery)

(TraInIng, reaDIng, eDucaTIOn)

5.3

3.5
3.8

InfrasTrucTure managemenT

4.8
3.1
2.7
2.8

OverHeaD

(sOcIaLIZIng, BraInsTOrmIng,
DayDreamIng, prOcrasTInaTIng)

2.4
DevOps
OrIenTeD
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4.5

auTOmaTIng repeTITIve TasKs

seLf-ImprOvemenT

two approaches.

4.0

DepLOyIng cHanges

(app, DB, cOnFIg & InFra upDaTes)

TraDITIOnaL IT Ops
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Let’s go over the categories of daytime tasks and activities we asked about in order to get a better understanding
of their relevance.

DepLOyIng cHanges
belonging to traditionally siloed teams, 25% spent 8 hours or more a week deploying changes. This is 5% more
than those from DevOps oriented teams.

auTOmaTIng repeTITIve TasKs
Tasks along the application release process can be repetitive and time consuming. Writing scripts or using tools
around 32% of respondents from DevOps oriented teams spent 8 hours or more a week automating tasks, as
opposed to 24% of those from traditionally siloed teams.

InfrasTrucTure managemenT
The last decade has seen a lot of advancement in how we acquire and manage infrastructure to increase
productivity and manageability, and reduce cost and overhead. With virtual, cloud and elastic environments,
we’ve abandoned server rooms for virtual ones where we never see the infrastructure we deploy on. In a
and make the apps more resilient.

InfrasTrucTure ImprOvemenT
as apps get more complex, operations teams have to not only deploy apps, but also manage the environments
they run on. This includes monitoring apps, servers, network infrastructure and any third party services, and
continuing to innovate. They need to regularly test and set recovery plans in place in case of application failures.
around 28% of respondents from DevOps oriented teams reported spending 8 hours or more improving
infrastructure compared to 19% of those from IT Operations belonging to traditionally siloed teams.
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aDmInIsTraTIOn suppOrT

seLf ImprOvemenT

Where there is infrastructure, there is support associated with accounts,

This refers to training, reading, and education through various media to
acquire new knowledge or skills. DevOps oriented team members spent
more time than their peers in traditionally siloed IT Operations teams on
self improvement.

themselves as belonging to DevOps oriented workplaces spent 8 hours
or more on support per week. Just 32% spent 30 min or less a week. On
average, respondents from IT Operations belonging to traditionally siloed
teams spent 1.4 hours more per week on support cases than their peers
in DevOps oriented teams.

cOmmunIcaTIOn
This includes time spent in meetings, writing emails, planning and so forth.
more respondents from IT Operations belonging to traditionally siloed
teams reported spending 8 hours or more a week just communicating.
18% of them reported 16 hours or more doing so! could this be because
they need to spend more time do so in siloed workplaces? Does DevOps

OverHeaD
This category includes time spent on social networks, procrastinating,
leisure and so on. respondents from DevOps oriented teams gain time
activities!

collaboration?

fIrefIgHTIng
When an app failure occurs in production, software teams must scramble
to bring service back up. Downtime impacts revenue and brand image.
When driven by a DevOps culture, software teams collaborate to build
apps that are resilient and less likely to fail in production. On average,

of those from IT Operations belonging to traditionally siloed teams.
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from the results
DevOps teams spend more time writing scripts, automating infrastructure
and improving testing, logging and monitoring capabilities. as a result,
teams spend fewer hours deploying apps (even if they do so frequently)
and managing infrastructure.

respondents belonging to a DevOps oriented team spend 2 fewer hours
communicating each week. This could be because DevOps fosters better
collaboration and keeps Dev and Ops teams in sync with each other,
meaning less frequent meetings to “get everyone on board”. shared
tooling, like group chats, task managers and social tools might also help
bring everyone closer together.

a key tenet of the DevOps methodology is embracing failure. This means
understanding the fact that failure will happen in production and the
important part is quick reaction and recovery. using continuous testing
and monitoring with both metric charts and alerts enables reacting as soon
as the failure is happening. programmable infrastructure and automated
deployment provides a quick recovery from most scenarios with less user
impact. Of course, a tighter relationship with the Development gets things

This could be a result of both better communication, higher level of
automation and the availability of self-service tools/scripts for most of the
support tasks. If provisioning and automation is high here, then there is
no reason why admin support shouldn’t dwindle down to a very small time
drain.
All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ

The data indicates that those that operate in DevOps environments
allocate 4 hours less in a week than their counterparts. Interpreting this is
left as an exercise to the reader, but we’d like to think it’s related to better
communication, automation and more “production-ready” deliverables. :)

We asked our survey takers to tell us how many times a week they work
outside of normal business hours (note: this may mean 9am to 5pm in
some organizations, but respondents were asked how often they work
outside of their regular work hours, which may be, for example, 11 am
- 7 pm). here’s what they told us:

Days wOrKeD
afTer HOurs
average
mode
standard Deviation

TraDITIOnaL
IT Ops

DevOps
OrIenTeD

2.3

1.5

2

0

1.7

1.7

according to these results, members of teams that adopt a DevOps
culture lead to a more balanced life, spend more time on automation and
work less hours (especially outside of normal business hours).
DevOps oriented teams also seem to spend more time doing positive or
neutral tasks (i.e. automating repetitive tasks, infrastructure improvements,
self education) while traditional IT Ops teams hours are consumed more by

minded engineer could easily be in high demand!
9

parT II

aPP Failures and sTellar
recoveries
The average team experiences 2 app failures each month, and it takes at least half an
hour to recover from a failure for over 50% of respondents. What does this cost you?

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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Nobody likes application failures in production. They disrupt business processes, impact revenues and frustrate customers.
The web is full of instances where app failures have cost companies millions of dollars and impacted users. Just search for
“software failures.”
even though production failures often fall into the category of Operations, other departments, like project management,
better understanding of:
What are the typical causes of app failures?
how do teams get alerted to failures?
how do teams respond to these failures?
how often are recoveries from failures needed?
how long do recoveries take?
are recovery processes typically tested?
Quick shameless plug 1 of 2: ZeroTurnaround’s own Liverebel automates whole app releases - code, database and conf - all
in-sync, onto physical, virtual or cloud environments quickly, safely and consistently with no downtime or overhead. releases
with Liverebel are versioned, automated, fully reversible and testable. It helps achieve the kind of automation DevOps calls
for. shameless plug plugged.
so let’s get started with identifying the causes of application failures.

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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application failures?
according to the results in the chart below, we can see that software quality and human error came up on top with 64%
and 60% of the respondents stating that they caused application failures in production. This alone makes a strong case
for DevOps adoption by helping development teams design more “production-ready” code and automating repetitive
processes rather than doing them manually.

wHaT TypIcaLLy causes appLIcaTIOn faILures?
sOfTware quaLITy

64%

(unsTaBLe, reQuIres resTarTs)

60%

Human errOr

(I.e. Lack OF auTOmaTIOn)

faILure OuTsIDe yOur cOnTrOL

54%

(DaTaBase, ThIrD parTy servIces)

faILure Of InfrasTrucTure
yOu cOnTrOL

32%

reLease Issues

24%

(pOOr reLease prOcesses anD scrIpT)

DepenDency HeLL

(servIces/cOmpOnenTs mIsseD Or
upDaTeD In WrOng OrDer)

13%

Without squeezing the grey matter too hard, you can derive a

1. apps neeD TO be buILT fOr prODucTIOn
Traditionally the development team builds apps, passes it
to the Qa team for testing, which then hands them to the
operations team for deployment. There is minimal dialogue
between silos as a result of which, apps are not built for
production environments. consequently, bugs arise and they
fail to perform as expected in production. DevOps fosters
close collaboration between the dev and operations teams so
that the sev team can build apps for production environments
that are resilient and aware of their deployment environment.

2. yOu can eLImInaTe Human errOr wITH
reLease anD prOvIsIOnIng auTOmaTIOn
humans are not known for their great ability to precisely
repeat tasks day-after-day. even in the the world of atoms,
boring or menial tasks are getting increasingly automated
the increased cost. It is even more so in the world of bits and
bytes--there is no sense in having a human do something that
a computer can do better. It’s pretty much that simple.

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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alerted to failures?
software teams, particularly in operations, need to be alerted right after a failure occurs so
that they can act quickly and restore service.

HOw Is yOur Team aLerTeD TO appLIcaTIOn faILures?
auTOmaTeD aLerTs

63%

(emaIL TO On-caLL persOn)

users cOmpLaIn TO

58%

(heLpDesk, FOrum,suppOrT emaIL)

39%

auTOmaTeD aLerTs

(sms, caLLs TO On-caLL persOn)

On-caLL pHOne THaT geTs
caLLeD manuaLLy

OTHer

users cOmpaIn TO THe ceO

users cOmpLaIn On sOcIaL meDIa
(FaceBOOk,TWITTer, ecT.)

35%
13%
7%
4.5%

The good news is that the most popular alert method (63%) is automated messages to an on-call person who then rallies up the team

users. Ideally, teams should be able to tackle issues proactively before users are impacted.
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from failure needed?
more often than we’d like! When an app fails in production, bringing the services
back up is crucial. approaches include rolling back to the previous stable version

number Of recOverIes
a mOnTH

here is how many times respondents to our survey recover production
environments each month.

recovery times are too long for both groups:
based on the responses we received, 28%
of respondents take more than an hour
on average! This means that service is
crippled in the meantime. Only 11% of our
respondents, on average, restore service in
under 10 minutes.

median

1

mode

1
3.7

HOw LOng DO recOverIes TaKe?
6%
0-10 mIn

11%
11%
24%

10-30 mIn

30%

24%
22%
30%
27%

30-60 mIn

22%

60+ mIn

nOT
appLIcabLe

40%
28%

8%
7%
9%
TraDITIOnaL
IT Ops

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ

2.13

standard Deviation

How long do recoveries take?
recovering from a production failure is no
fun. It typically involves getting key people
from the development, operations and
business teams out of bed and working afterhours in a war room with the sole focus to
restore service. stress is very high, and there
is a tendency to blame everyone else in these
situations.

average

DevOps
OrIenTeD

OveraLL

14

TraDITIOnaL IT Teams

DevOps OrIenTeD Teams

close to 40% of respondents from
this camp said that they take
60 minutes or longer to restore
service, and a majority need a
minimum of 30 minutes to restore
service. This means long war
rooms, lots of pizza and more than
lots of unhappy users.

close to 30% of the respondents
said that they take 10 to 30 minutes
to restore service. a little over
22% take 60 minutes or more.
Interestingly, DevOps oriented
teams are almost twice as likely to
recover in 10 minutes or less than
traditionally siloed teams.

so there you have it . If we split the teams between traditionally siloed
likely for traditionally siloed teams. clearly, a DevOps oriented culture
fosters an environment that helps recover service more quickly.

processes tested?
By now, it should be evident how important
recovery processes are in the event of
application failure. however, only 35.8%
of respondents said that their recovery
processes are tested to ensure that they
work when needed.

yes
36%
are recOvery
prOcesses
TesTeD?

With suitable release automation tools,
production systems should be able to
automatically reset to a previous working
state so that service is restored before
users and revenue are impacted. This will
then allow the software team to focus on
problem without added stress.

nO
64%

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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parT III

Tools oF choice:
PoPular ProducTiviTy BoosTers
Java applications, puppet & chef, selenium, nagios, shell scripts and vi/vim dominate the
tool sets, yet automated smoke testing and infrastructure as code remain little used.

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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Boosting productivity is a topic that’s right in people’s faces right now. For a while
now in software development, any downtime due to bottlenecks in the process, like
environment activation, compilation, deployment, and publishing times (hint: exo IDe) or

Today's rapidly evolving economy means that expanding markets and new competition
put pressure on businesses to perform and deliver exceptional results. some of
this pressure is directly transferred on to software teams that then look to improve
productivity to deliver technology and innovation more rapidly to support business
goals. This is achieved with tools, methods and concepts that increase productivity and
reduce waste.
This trend has partly contributed to the DevOps movement and has led to software
teams adopting new tools and processes more rapidly that before, to help them work
smart while they work hard. Lets go over some of the popular choices based on our
survey responses.
Note: Naturally, there are many tools available in the industry, and it’s impossible to cover all
of them. We selected tools that we have some experience using, or discussing, in addition to
you see below. Feel free to suggest any that we’re missing!

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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InfrasTrucTure

Type Of apps

This is the bedrock upon which we deploy our apps and services that we make

We asked respondents to mark the platforms that they are managing.

available to the world. If the bedrock crumbles, so does the app. Infrastructure

Java is ahead, but this is mostly a function of the audience we could

can typically be provisioned on-premises, in the public cloud provided by the
likes of amazon and rackspace, or across both.

and python are actually more popular than shown here.

wHaT KInDs Of InfrasTrucTure DO yOu use?
gOOD OLD
pHysIcaL servers

65%

InTernaL
vIrTuaLIzaTIOn

wHaT KInDs Of appLIcaTIOn DO yOu manage?

35%

cLOuD

(laas,paas)

83%

63%

8%

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ

2%
nOT
appLIcabLe

10%

17%
OTHer

c#

17%
ruby

.neT

19%

pHp

Java

26%

that can intelligently scale up and down based on capacity.

pyTHOn

taking it from physical servers to virtualization, cloud and hybrid environments

14%

The last decade has seen a lot of innovation within the infrastructure space,

18

InfrasTrucTure as cODe
any organization that is serious about adopting DevOps as a culture looks
to control infrastructure programmatically by treating it as code. There are

terms of popularity. puppet and chef are clearly the tools of choice when
it comes to provisioning infrastructure as code, and there is a minority

each new release, and this frees up time from carrying out fairly repetitive

segment being battled over by Bash, cFengine, ansible and Fabric.

increases the agility of your team as a whole through automation.
Based on our survey, 61% of respondents have less than 10% of their
infrastructure as code. Only 10% of them have more than 90% of their
infrastructure as code, and those are the early adopters that manage their
for this survey.

61%

Less
THan 10%

26%-50%

51%-75%

76%-90%

mOre
THan 90%

40%

puppeT

31%

cHef

HOw mucH Of yOur InfrasTrucTure
DO yOu cOnfIgure wITH cODe?

10%-25%

pOpuLar InfrasTrucTure cOnfIguraTIOn TOOLs

5%
10%
8%
6%

basH

cfengIne

6%
4%

ansIbLe

3%

fabrIc

3%

This isn’t anything to rush in to, and managing all your infrastructure as
code is not something that is achievable overnight. It is a gradual process
infrastructure.

10%
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auTOmaTeD smOKe TesTs
When you set up automated smoke tests, the idea is that they will play back

server, and Testng, which expands the realm of unit testing from
Junit’s capabilities, are also in the list.

from the app. They can easily be repeated and extended as we add more

pOpuLar TesT auTOmaTIOn TOOLs

features to the app. It makes sense to automate these tests so that you can
eliminate manual, repetitive and time-consuming tasks.

49%

Less THan 10%

17%

10%-25%

7%

7%

6%

5%

5%

JenKIns

sOapuI

rspec

TesTng

cucumber

nearly 50% of respondents have less than 10% of their smoke tests automated,

11%

5%

JmeTer

mOre THan 90%

14%

7%

cusTOm

76%-90%

seLenIum

9%

JunIT

22%

14%

26%-50%

51%-75%

71%

HOw mucH Of yOur smOKe TesTIng Is auTOmaTeD?

and only 5% have more than 90% of their tests automated.
It’s surprising that so little smoke testing is automated, considering
When we asked about the most popular test automation tools amongst

that the tooling have been around for a long while. at ZeroTurnaround,

respondents, selenium has the widest adoption followed by Junit and custom

we use selenium to regularly and automatically test online registration,

test tools that are built inhouse. Jenkins, as a popular continuous Integration

download and purchase processes.
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perfOrmance mOnITOrIng
Today’s complex systems have grown
exponentially, and it’s almost impossible to
monitor all components for slowdowns or
errors, including databases, application or web

wHaT cOmpOnenTs DO yOu mOnITOr?

78%

servers

servers, third party services and Isp’s all the
time.
performance monitoring is critical, mainly
because you will be the one taking the blame if

71%

appLIcaTIOns

64%

DaTabases

something were to slow down or fail, even if it is
beyond your control. It’s purpose is to identify
issues before users are impacted to improve
service, better understand needs and app
performance, and lower costs.
Based on our survey responses, here are the
components that are monitored the most.
server, application and database monitoring

43%

neTwOrK
3rD parTy
(e.g. paymenT apIs)

14%

nOT appLIcabLe

11%

OTHer

2%

lead the pack.
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We also asked our survey takers to tell us which monitoring tools they use.

With nearly two-thirds of respondents using either nagios or custom built

here are the most popular ones. Quite often, DevOps oriented teams try to

tools, it’s interesting to note the plethora of other tools in use, provided

release software quickly and frequently, so they want to pay special atten-

by well-known companies like appDynamics, dynaTrace (acquired by

tion to performance monitoring and ensure that changes do not slow down

compuware in 2011) and new relic.

or disrupt service.

scrIpTIng Languages

pOpuLar mOnITOrIng TOOLs

script languages are the swiss army knife of any crafty engineer.
Ops use them extensively. here are the most popular scripting
languages used by our survey takers. In case you were wondering,
shell scripting wins :)

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ

14%
OTHer

5%
grOOvy

12%
pOwersHeLL

20%

23%
perL

pHp

25%
ruby

34%
pyTHOn

built inhouse.

77%

5%
DynaTrace

nagios, which has an open source and a commercial version, is used by
just over half the respondents. It is followed by custom monitoring tools

sHeLL
scrIpTIng

5%

6%
munIn

appDynamIcs

7%
pIngDOm

9%

11%
zabbIx

grapHITe

11%
new reLIc

cusTOm

nagIOs

13%

51%

pOpuLar scrIpTIng Languages
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eDITOrs
This needs no introduction! here are the most popular ones based on
the responses we received.

pOpuLarITy eDITOrs

63%

vI/ vIm/ gvIm

nOTepaD

24%

emacs

12%

nOTepaD++

12%

geDIT

12%

Originally created as a text editor for unix in the late 1970’s, vi
(and variants vim/gvim), is the most popular. although there

TexTmaTe

12%

subLIme TexT

11%

nanO

11%

ecLIpse

InTeLLIJ IDea

OTHer

are many more intuitive, easy-to-use editors, vi still leads by far
owing to its loyal user base and powerful capabilities.

6%
5%
13%
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sponsored by:

one-click aPP releases
versioned, automated, fully reversible and testable.
DaTabase

TesTIng

Images

manage and monitor apps and servers in real-time.

pHp
Java
scrIpTs

sTagIng

Java, php, python, ruby or perl bundled with DB &

xmL

prODucTIOn
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www.LIverebeL.cOm

Deploy apps from the web uI, command line or cI
server plugins.
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parT Iv

releasing soFTWare:
conTrol, or Be conTrolled
DevOps oriented teams can release applications in half as much time as traditional IT
teams, averaging 36 minutes per app release, compared to 85 minutes for the latter.

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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The central theme of DevOps is to bridge the cultural silos between development and operations so that software teams can
developing and delivering new releases as frequently as required. as they increase speed at which they release software, they

releasing apps take?
Deploying releases takes time away from doing what’s important--improving apps and getting the
compromising on safety or quality.
Lets look at how long releasing apps take our survey takers from IT Operations belonging to traditional
teams, and from DevOps oriented teams.

TIme In
mInuTes

TraDITIOnaL
IT Ops

DevOps
OrIenTeD

average

85.1

36.3

median

30

15

113.6

48.5

standard Deviation

On average, DevOps oriented teams take less than half as long to release
apps when compared to traditional siloed teams. automation ftw!

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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deployed?
software teams manage and plan for app
deployments carefully to the impact on end
users. Due to this, depending on the kind

wHen are sOfTware upDaTes usuaLLy DepLOyeD?

of release, deployments are sometimes
weekends. minor releases are often
pushed out during business hours.

weeKDay
nOn-wOrKIng HOurs

Let’s take a look at when our survey
takers conduct their release deployment

52%

weeKDay
wOrKIng HOurs

weeKenD nIgHT

processes.
weeKenD Day

49%
16%
14%

There is an even split between weekday working and nonworking hours. however, our
respondents also deploy during weekends when required. This is necessary at times when
a release can potentially impact users or business processes.
Ideally, if the team can conduct fast, well-managed deployments with no downtime, they
can avoid having to work midnight shifts or weekends. Teams with DevOps practices will
release multiple times a week.

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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are releases?
release processes as well. software teams use a combination of tools and scripts in order to
accomplish levels of automation they are comfortable with. here is how our survey takers fare, when
it comes to release automation (spoiler: Only 1 in 8 respondents reported a fully-automated release
pipeline, which leaves 7 of you rushing to catch up!)

HOw auTOmaTeD are yOur reLeases prOcesses

58%

semI-auTOmaTeD
manuaL &
wrITTen DOwn

fuLLy auTOmaTeD

29%
13%

The good news is that around 60% of our respondents have at least some level of release automation,
but a good 30% still release manually. With the increase in DevOps adoption, these folks will need to
pay attention to some level of release automation in order to scale. This will come with tearing down
the silos that Dev and Ops live in, as they learn more about each others processes, best practices and
challenges.
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we for release failures?
Being able to quickly recover from a release deployment failure is perhaps more important than
being able to release updates quickly. however, based on the responses to our survey, it appears
as though most of them are fairly unprepared in the eventuality of a release failure.
around 75% of our respondents rely on
manual processes to recover from a release
failure, which means that your mission
with extreme urgency are also prone to
human error. This could mean restoring
code, rolling back databases and undo
even harder if the deployment environment
is fairly complex.

making sure that end users are always
processes should be set in place. They

yes
manuaL
77%

DO yOu Have a
recOvery pLan
In case Of
reLease faILure?

nO
14%
yes
auTOmaTeD
9%

should rollback all changes quickly if a
release failure is detected, before end users
are impacted.
Quick shameless plug 2 of 2: recovery automation and recovery testing are today quite a pain in
the bottom area. That’s why Liverebel treats recovery as part of the release process. It rolls back deployments automatically if a release were to fail, and also allows users to initiate rollbacks when they
choose. This is by far the hardest part of the Ops equation that we aim to solve, and we have a lot of
fun while we’re at it :) shameless plug plugged.
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TOO LOng,
DIDn'T reaD (TL;Dr)

suMMary, conclusion, FareWell
and a coMic
“In devops we are happy even if is shit bad because we
are know how much of worse is can able be.”
- @DevOps_BOraT

All rights reserved. 2013 © ZeroTurnaround OÜ
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(aka Tl;dr)
perhaps @DevOps_BOraT said it best: anyone in DevOps knows that
things can be a lot worse. This is probably the most logical reason for
embracing DevOps methodologies--if done right, the worst thing that can
imagine, since just discussing and reading about the culture of DevOps is a
big step in the right direction.
In this report, we covered four major parts, and got some

parT I frOm DevOps anD TraDITIOnaL IT Ops perspecTIves
Top 3 time-consuming tasks for Traditional IT Ops on a weekly basis:
1. communication (i.e. meetings, writing emails, planning) - 7.2 hours
3. automating repetitive tasks - 4.6 hours
Top 3 time consuming tasks for DevOps oriented teams
on a weekly basis:
1. automating repetitive tasks - 5.3 hours
2. communication (i.e. meetings, writing emails, planning) - 5.1 hours
3. Infrastructure improvements - 4.8 hours
Traditional IT Ops teams require 41% more time for communication

DevOps oriented teams have 4 hours per week more to use for
non-mandatory activities, spend 33% more time on infrastructure
improvements and 15% more time on self-improvement and
education.

parT II app faILures anD sTeLLar recOverIes
The top 2 causes of production failures are software quality (64%) and
human error (60%)
although the most frequent alert method to production failures is
an automated message to an on-call person (63%), the second most
common is end user complaint to helpdesk (55%)
On average, app failure recoveries happen over 2x per month, but the
median occurrence is 1x monthly.
a large minority (40%) of Traditional IT Ops teams require more than
one hour to fully recover from a failure, while only 22% of DevOps
oriented teams require that much time.
DevOps oriented teams are nearly 2x more likely to recover from a
failure in less than 10 minutes
nearly 2/3 of all organizations do not test their recovery processes in
advance to ensure that they work when needed

spend less time on task automation and infrastructure improvements.
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parT III -

parT Iv -

pOpuLar prODucTIvITy bOOsTers

cOnTrOL, Or be cOnTrOLLeD

puppet (40%) and chef (31%) take the lead for popular infrastructure

Only half of respondents automate smoke testing at all. Only 1 in 20
automates all smoke testing.
selenium (71%) is by far the most popular test automation tool, \
followed by a distant Junit (22%).
nagios (51%) takes the monster's share of the monitoring tools space,
with custom tools in second place and new relic & Zabbix used by 11%
of respondents.
In scripting languages, shell scripts are used by the majority of
respondents, followed distantly by python, ruby and perl.

DevOps oriented teams release apps in half as much time as
Traditional IT Ops teams (average time per release: 36 min vs. 85 min,
median: 15 min vs. 30 min).
apps deployed during weekday working hours 51% of the time,
deployments happen during weekend nights. :-(
When it comes to release automation, only 1 in 8 respondents have
fully-automated processes. nearly one-third do it manually.
around 75% of respondents rely on manual processes to recover from
a release failure, which adds an increased risk of human error to an
urgent recovery process.

at 63%, vi/vim/gvim is the most popular editor, followed by good old
notepad (24%).
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devops just makes sense
simply by discussing the DevOps culture, you are already “practicing”
DevOps to some extent. greater social interaction and communication
between Dev, Qa and IT Ops is going to make all sorts of things better, but in
app delivery times are cut in half, and DevOps oriented teams get more time
to spend on improving infrastructure & themselves, and so on.
Our conclusion: DevOps as a cultural and technological methodology should
be a pure win for most organizations--although how painful the path will be

so we recommend you start by writing the next musical hit for your
organization (you could call it “call me DevOps shake”), because sitting on
the sidelines and waiting for DevOps to come to you will blunt your strategic
edge and lead you nowhere. Boom!

DevOps Is a JOurney

suppOrT THe cOmmunITy anD THe cause
Dev and Ops need to look introspectively to understand their strengths and
challenges, and look for ways to contribute towards breaking down silos.
Together, they should seek to educate each other, culturally evolve roles,

to get involved, like with the community-driven explosion of DevOpsDays
conferences that occur around the world.

seT smaLL gOaLs TO be awesOme!
Teams should collaborate to set achievable goals and milestones that can
get them on the path to embracing a DevOps culture. celebrate small
successes and focus on continuous improvement. Before you know it, you
to application development and delivery.

adopting DevOps takes discipline and initiative to bring development and
operations teams together. read up on how other organizations approach
adopting DevOps as a culture and learn from their successes and failures.
put to practice what makes sense within your group. Develop a maturity
model that can guide you through your journey!
The goal is to make sure that dev and ops are on the same page, working
together on everything, towards a common goal: continuous delivery of
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comic
We’re big fans of XkcD, and since you’ve read a bunch of our awesome statistics, here is a comic
about stats that _might_ be not so awesome for some ;-)

http://xkcd.com/314/
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Twitter: @rebel_Labs
Web: http://zeroturnaround.com/rebellabs
email: labs@zeroturnaround.com
Estonia

USA

Tartu, estonia, 51003
phone: +372 740 4533

Boston, ma, usa, 02116
phone: 1(857)277-1199
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Czech Republic
Osadní 35 - Building B
prague, czech republic 170 00
phone: +372 740 4533
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